
4 Base Camps 54 Dig Site tiles1 Tomb (start) tile

4 Mummies with stands

32 Artifacts 
(8 per player)

4 Archeologists with stands 

Goal: Become the most daring 
Archeologist by connecting Dig Sites 
of your color to your Base Camp and 
collecting valuable Artifacts.

Choose an Archeologist and take the matching Base Camp. 
Shuffle your set of eight Artifacts (the backs match your 
Archeologist) and randomly draw five. You may look at your 
Artifacts, but keep them secret from the other players. Shuffle the 
Dig Site tiles and deal three to each player, including yourself. The 
three Dig Site tiles plus the Base Camp create your opening hand.

The remaining tiles become the draw pile. Keep it within easy 
reach of everyone. Place the Tomb tile on the table with the 
Mummies on it. In a two- or three-player game, discard extra Base 
Camps, Archeologists, Artifacts, and Mummies.



Perform the following actions on your turn, in this order:
1. Place a tile.
2. Resolve the action icon on the tile just played (optional). 
3. Move your Archeologist up to three spaces (optional).     
Archeologists enter the game when you place your Base Camp; 
put your Archeologist on it. Archeologists cannot move diagonally.
4. Collect an Artifact (optional). 
5. Draw a Dig Site tile.

The Dig Site tiles 
create the play area. 
Place tiles edge to 
edge, not diagonally 
or half edges. 
Adjacent images do 
not need to match.

Some tiles have special icons in the center. The player who places 
the tile has the option of using the indicated action. Only one 
action is allowed per turn, even if you play a second tile with  
an action icon.

Rotate: When played, you may rotate any one unlocked 
tile already in play or move any Mummy. Tiles may be 
rotated up to 180 degrees clockwise or counter-clockwise.
Swap: When played, you may swap and rotate the 
positions of any two unlocked tiles in play, or move any 
Mummy.
Replace: When played, you may take any unlocked tile  
off the table into your hand and replace it with a different 
tile from your hand, or move any Mummy.

A tile with an Archeologist or Mummy on it is locked and cannot 
be rotated, swapped, or replaced. IMPORTANT: The Tomb and 
Base Camps, once placed, cannot be moved.



There are four types of Dig Sites, each 
matching the color of one of the four 
Archeologists and its Base Camp. 

Each Dig Site consists of Temples or 
Artifacts. You are trying to connect the  
Dig Sites matching your Archeologist’s  
color to your Base Camp, either directly  
or via Airports, Mountains and Seas, and  
your Archeologist. 

Each Dig Site connected to your Base  
Camp scores at the end of the game.  
Dig Sites do not connect diagonally. 

Each Temple in a Dig Site connected to  
your Base Camp is worth 1 point; each 
Artifact is worth 3 points. 

Fig. 1 shows how each of the highlighted Dig 
Sites connects back to the blue Base Camp. 
The numbers show how the Dig Sites would 
be scored at the end of the game.
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Temple

Artifact

Fig. 1



You move your Archeologist around 
the play area to collect Artifacts, to 
block Mummies from moving onto  
your Dig Sites, and to keep your 
fellow Archeologists from obtaining 
Artifacts.

Each turn, after you play and resolve a 
tile’s action icon, you may move your 
Archeologist up to three spaces.
 
Every Temple or Artifact icon counts 
as one space. Your Base Camp 
counts as one space. You cannot 
move through another player’s 
Base Camp or through the Tomb. Fig. 2

Some Dig Site tiles have Mountains or 
Seas on them. Connected Mountain 
sections and connected Sea sections 
are treated as a single space when 
moving your Archeologist. For movement 
purposes, Mountains adjacent to Seas 
count as two separate spaces, not one 
(see Fig. 2 below). 

Mountain and Sea sections can connect 
matching Dig Sites to each other; they can 
also connect Dig Sites to your Base Camp.

Airports connect directly to other 
Airports and Base Camps. Moving your 
Archeologist from an Airport to another 
Airport or your Base Camp counts as a 
single space. Airports can connect Dig 
Sites to your Base Camp.

Mountains

Seas

Airports



Mummies begin the game on the Tomb tile. Once moved, 
they cannot be returned. Mummies may be placed on any 
unoccupied Dig Site that is not its own color. A Mummy cannot 
be on a Dig Site occupied by another Mummy or an Archeologist. 
An Archeologist cannot move through or end its move on a 
Dig Site occupied by a Mummy. Mummies cannot be placed on 
Airports, Mountains, Seas, or Base Camps.

You can choose to move any Mummy, regardless of color.

IMPORTANT: At the end of the game, if the Mummy matching 
your Archeologist’s color occupies another player’s Dig Site, you 
score the points for the Dig Site instead of your opponent!

When you move your Archeologist onto an Artifact space matching 
one of the five Artifacts you drew at the beginning of the game, 
reveal the token and immediately move your Archeologist back 
to your Base Camp. Each Artifact you collect is worth 3 bonus 
points at the end of the game. If you move onto a space for an 
Artifact you’ve already collected or you don’t need, then your 
Archeologist can remain on the space.

Fig. 3

Mountains and Seas each count as 
one space, no matter their size (see 
Fig. 2). Airports count as one space 
and connect to other Airports and 
Base Camps (see Fig. 3).

Moving is optional. Archeologists 
do not move diagonally. Only one 
Archeologist can be on one space at 
a time, but can be on the same Dig 
Site. At the end of the game, if your 
Archeologist is on a matching Dig 
Site not connected to your Base 
Camp, you score that Dig Site! 



Once the last tile is drawn, everyone plays one final turn. Then 
tally your points. Let’s score the blue Archeologist:

She gets 1 point for each Temple, and 3 points for each Artifact in 
blue Dig Sites that connect back to her Base Camp, for a total of 18 
points. She collected three Artifact tokens worth 3 points each, for 
an additional 9 points. 

The blue Archeologist occupies a blue Dig Site that doesn’t 
connect to her Base Camp, scoring 3 points. This ability works 
only for a Dig Site not connected to an Archeologist’s Base Camp.

Finally, the blue Mummy scores the yellow Archeologist’s Dig Site 
(six Temples plus an Artifact), stealing those 9 points! Yellow can’t 
score them. The highest total wins!
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Make Sure Your  
Next Game Night  
is Rather Dashing.

Visit your local shop or order online:
RatherDashingGames.com

Visit RatherDashingGames.com for more information,  
game tutorial videos, and to sign up for our e-newsletter.

Master the forces of nature  
in this tactical game of  
capture and control.

SKU: 700001 • $34.99

Who’s the most villainous villain 
of them all? Lay down your  

tiles to find out!
SKU: PNRZ • $19.99

Be the spookiest ghost in 
the graveyard in this strategic 

tile-laying game.
SKU: GGHH • $19.99

Mix up the perfect bowl  
of salsa in this wild and  
competitive card game.
SKU: RHSP • $14.99

Send out your Adventurers  
and build the best-known 

tavern in the land.
SKU: 4TAV • $29.99

Collect resources, craft  
supplies, outfit your patrons, 

and press your luck!
SKU: DMNR • $49.99

Enjoy strategy and treachery 
on the high seas in this unique 

tile-laying game.
SKU: XMTS • $19.99

Ready your blasters and  
scramble your missiles in  

this fast-paced dice game.
SKU: WCIP • $29.99

Rather Dashing Games is  
a division of Kalmbach. P
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